MORPHOLOGY AND STRUCTURE OF THE ERBIUM STABILIZED BISMUTH OXIDE THIN FILMS DEPOSITED BY PLD TECHNIQUE

The aim of the work was to obtain thin bismuth oxide films containing, at room temperature, the Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ phase. This phase corresponds to the structure of the high-temperature δ-Bi$_2$O$_3$ phase, in pure bismuth oxide, characterized by the highest ionic conductivity of all known solid state ionic conductors. The high-temperature δ-Bi$_2$O$_3$ phase with the face centered cubic structure, in pure bismuth oxide, occurs only at temperature above 730°C.

Stabilization of the δ-Bi$_2$O$_3$ phase at room temperature was achieved by an addition of the erbium together with the employment of the Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) technique. The influence of an amount of Er alloying and the film thickness on surface morphology, microstructure, phase composition of thin films were investigated. The velocity of deposition of thin layers of bismuth stabilized with erbium in the PLD process using the Nd: YAG laser was about 0.5 nm/s.

The investigation results of erbium doped bismuth oxide thin films deposited onto (0001) oriented Al$_2$O$_3$ monocrystalline substrate are presented.

Thin films of uniform thickness, without cracks, and porosity were obtained. All deposited thin films (regardless of the film thickness or erbia (Er$_2$O$_3$) content) exhibited a columnar structure. In films stabilized with erbium, up to approx. 250 nm thickness, the columns have a diameter at the base from 25 to 75 nm. The columns densely and tightly fill the entire volume of the films. With increasing of the film thickness increases, porosity also significantly increases. In thin layers containing from 20 to 30 mole % Er$_2$O$_3$ the main identified phase at room temperature is Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$. It is similar to the defective fluorite-type structure, and belongs to the Fm-3m space group. This phase corresponds to the structure of the high-temperature δ-Bi$_2$O$_3$ phase in pure bismuth oxide.
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1. Introduction

Bismuth oxide, both pure and doped, although discovered over one hundred years ago, is still considered as one of the most promising material in Nanoionics and Iontronics disciplines. This is evidenced by articles published in recent years in high quality scientific journals [1-6]. The practical use of this material is considered, among others, in the strategic field of science and technology, in the energy sector, for example, as an element of fuel cells (electrolyte in μ-SOFC – micro Solid Oxide Fuel Cells), elements of lithium-ion batteries (battery anodes), as well as elements such as gas sensors or materials for biosensors. So far, these materials have been tested for potential applications as sensors, catalysts, dyes, superconductors, scintillators, photocatalysts, high-temperature solid electrolytes and materials used to record information, photovoltaic cells and microwave integrated circuits [7]. Bismuth oxide is also widely used in optoelectronics for optical layers as well as for the production of superconducting ceramic glasses [8]. Some technological applications of this material in the form of thin layers depend on their surface condition which affects their photocatalytic properties and the ability to capture polarized gases in gas sensors [9-14]. This oxide exhibits a characteristic polymorphism. It may occur in polymorphic forms [10,11], however, the high temperature δ phase is among the most efficient oxide conductors. Unfortunately the δ phase is stable only above 730°C, up to a melting point of 824°C [7,9,14].

Numerous literature studies show that it is possible to stabilize the high temperature δ phase to lower temperatures, even to room temperature, by doping it with the various metal cations [10,15-18]. However this is often related to a significant decrease in the ionic conductivity, compared to the conductivity of pure δ phase [10,19]. The high temperature phase can be stabilized to a lower temperatures by different methods and techniques: layer formation [20,21], ion spraying in the high frequency field [14], pyrolysis [22], oxidation of thin bismuth layers [10,23], bismuth vaporization in oxygen atmosphere [10], electroplating [24], PVD (physical vapour deposition) methods [25], sol-gel method [10], CVD (chemical vapour deposition) [25] and MBE (molecular beam epitaxy) [26]. However, many of these techniques, are expensive and often quite complicated in technology. In addition, some materials and reagents used for these methods leave carbon
impurities in the oxide layers. The preferred ones, because less expensive and less complicated that allow for the formation of oxide layers (e.g. Bi$_2$O$_3$) are, for example, the sol-gel method [9] and, for the sake of material purity, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [16,17,27-33].

Additionally, isoalvalent and aliovalent substitution of Bi$^{3+}$ by other cations can lead to stabilization of fluorite type structures to room temperatures [33-35]. The erbium atoms present in the bismuth oxide lattice provide the highest conductivity among all single rare-earth dopant systems.

Most of the papers regarding erbia stabilized bismuth oxide (ESB) refer to bulk materials prepared by powder technology. Only a few of them focused on the on the preparation and characterization of thin films [15,16]. The aim of this research was to comprehend the influence of PLD process parameters on the structure of ESB. Moreover, the change of dopant concentration was concerned as the reason of evolution of morphology and microstructure of as-deposited thin films.

### 2. Experimental

Erbia stabilized bismuth oxide films were deposited using pulsed laser deposition technique onto the single-crystal c-plane sapphire (0001), using a $\lambda$ = 266 nm Nd:YAG laser system (Continuum Electro-Optics Inc.) with energy density ($\rho$) of $\sim$3 J/cm$^2$, with a laser pulse width of 12 ns, and applied repetition rate of pulses of 10 Hz. A high-vacuum chamber was initially evacuated to 5×10$^{-7}$ Torr using a combination of mechanical and turbo molecular pumps. Thin films were then deposited at the oxygen pressure of 100 mTorr. The sapphire substrates were ultrasonically cleaned with acetone, ethanol, and deionized water for 10 min. The substrates were placed in front of the target surface at the distance of 8 cm. The substrate temperature was 600°C. In order to analyze the influence of thin film thickness on their morphology, thin films of different thickness were produced: thinner, about 150-250 nm and thicker, 1.2-2.2 mm thick. The synthesis of the powder with composition of (1 – x) Bi$_2$O$_3$-xEr$_2$O$_3$ (x = 0.20, 0.25, 0.30) was performed using mechanical alloying technique. The stoichiometric mixture of dried oxide powders (Sigma-Aldrich, Bi$_2$O$_3$ 99.9% purity and Sigma-Aldrich, Er$_2$O$_3$ 99.9% purity) after mixing were compacted by pressing into tablets and sintered at 800°C in air for 12 hours. The details of PLD processing have been reported in our previous paper [33].

The microstructure of thin films was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (FEI Nova NanoSEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL JEM-2010ARP). The lamellas for TEM investigations were excised using a focused-ion beam device (FIB, FEI Quanta 3D 200i). Phase identification was performed by means of selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and supplemented by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS). The diffraction patterns were interpreted with the help of JEMS software.

The phase composition of deposited thin films was investigated by means of X-ray diffractometry (XRD), applying Panalytical EmpyreamDY 1061 device with CuK$\alpha$ radiation (1.54 Å). The morphology and the surface topography were studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco Dimension® Icon™ SPM) using a tapping mode.

### 3. Results and discussion

The thin film surface was smooth, with nanostructure. Only a few droplets were visible on the surface. The SEM images of the ESB thin films surface are presented in the figures 1 and 2.

All bismuth oxide thin films, regardless of the amount of Er dopant, have a columnar structure (Fig. 3, 4). However, depending on the film thickness, the columns have different sizes and shape that vary degrees of filling and compaction. In the case of films having low thickness, in the range of 150-250 nm), the material is compact. The columns densely and tightly fill the entire volume of the films (Fig. 1, 3). It is visible both on SEM

![Fig. 1. SEM images of the Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ (Bi$_2$O$_3$ + 25 % mol. Er$_2$O$_3$) (a); magnified part of the image 1(a); $\lambda$ = 266 nm, $\rho$ = 3.0 J/cm$^2$, $T_s$ = 600°C (b), film thickness 150 nm](image-url)
images on the surface of thin layers and on their cross-sections in TEM images. The diameters of the columns range from 25 to 75 nm. In the case of thick films (in the range of 1.5-2.5 mm) the columns have a diameter of 100-160 nm. However, they are not so compact, there are empty spaces between the columns (Fig. 2, 4).

In the PLD process it is possible to deposit thin films by stoichiometric transfer of the target material to the substrate. Therefore, first in the mechanical alloying process, targets were prepared, in which the main phase was Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$. This face-centered cubic phase has been described in solutions containing 17.5-45.5 mol % of erbia [36,37]. Below and above this range, the solid solutions were essentially multiphase.

The XRD phase analysis (Fig. 5) confirmed the occurrence of this phase in targets containing 20, 25 and 30 mole % of Er$_2$O$_3$. On the diffraction patterns, it can be seen that as the content of erbium increases, peaks from particular planes – especially for planes with higher indices – are shifted to the right, i.e. to the direction of higher values of the 2\(\Theta\) angle. This is due to the fact that erbium ions have a smaller radius (1.030 Å for Er and 1.17 Å for Bi) [34,38]. The introduction of an addition of erbium into bismuth oxide results in the reduction in the lattice parameter of the obtained phase. Therefore, with the increase of erbium content, the lattice parameter is getting smaller and thus the larger peak shift towards higher values of the 2\(\Theta\) angle.

As shown in figure 6, the main phase, identified in thin films deposited using targets containing 20, 25, 30 mol. % of Er$_2$O$_3$, is Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$. It is the same phase which was identified in the targets (Fig. 5). For the films containing 20 and 30 mol. % of Er$_2$O$_3$ the preferred orientation texture of the (111) phase is visible while for 25 mol. % of Er$_2$O$_3$ the preferred orientation texture of the (111) phase is visible while for 25 mol. % of erbium the (311) is preferential. However, this texture is not as strong as the texture observed in the niobium doped bismuth oxides films that was reported in our previous paper [33]. This preferred film orientation is due to deposition of thin films on Al$_2$O$_3$ single-crystal substrate with the...
However, the results of investigations dealing with Y-stabilized Bi$_2$O$_3$ films showed nearly identical levels of ionic conductivity in both the epitaxial and polycrystalline films, indicating that the extremely high grain boundary densities do not significantly affect the oxygen-ion conduction. Those observations suggest that Er stabilized Bi$_2$O$_3$ can be powerful thin-film electrolyte capable of producing high-performance outcomes without any deleterious effects, even when used with nanoscale thin films having extremely high density levels of the grain boundaries.

TEM images of erbium stabilized bismuth oxide thin films (Fig. 3) show their uniform thickness, which, in this case, depends mainly on the time of deposition. It is known that the film thickness is affected also by the energy density of the laser beam, the beam wavelength and the gas pressure in the reaction chamber.

In order to obtain thin films which are uniform, in respect of thickness, free of droplets or sputtered target particles, during the optimization of the PLD process, the parameters were selected so that the thickness of the deposited layers was mainly dependent on the duration of the process. In applied PLD process using the Nd:YAG laser, the deposition velocity of the erbium stabilized bismuth thin films of was therefore about 0.05 nm/laser pulse, i.e. about 0.5 nm/s. TEM investigations showed that thin films, stabilized with erbium, were characterized by a columnar structure (Fig. 7a, b). For films with the thickness of about

Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction patterns for Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ targets

Fig. 6. X-ray diffraction patterns for Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ thin films deposited onto the sapphire substrate at T$_{sub}$ of 600ºC; (a) 20 mol % Er$_2$O$_3$, (b) 25 mol % Er$_2$O$_3$, (c) 30 mol % Er$_2$O$_3$

Fig. 7. Bright field TEM image of the Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ thin film deposited onto the sapphire substrate at T$_{sub}$ of 600ºC, film thickness 150 nm (a), dark field TEM image taken from the (–1-11) diffraction spot of the Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ (b), SAED pattern and its identification (c), STEM-EDS line analysis of Bi and Er distribution in the coating along the line marked in Fig. 7a. (d); FIB lamella
150 nm, the diameter of these columns was 25-75 nm, while their length was usually comparable with the film thickness. This was because the columns grow from the substrate to the film surface. Moreover, in thin films up to approx. 250 nm thick, any blisters, porosities or delamination were not observed. They are compact, with high density and low roughness. However, as shown earlier (Fig. 2, 4), in films with the thickness above 2 μm, there were numerous empty spaces between the columns. This phenomenon was observed in all films which thickness was on the order of 1.5-2.5 μm.

The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern revealed the presence of the dominant Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ (fcc) phase in the film (Fig. 7c), i.e. the phase that was also identified by X-ray diffraction analysis and which corresponds to the structure of the high temperature phase δ-Bi$_2$O$_3$ in pure bismuth oxide. In addition, weak diffraction spots occurred in the pattern that could be identified as Bi$_2$O$_3$ with a tetragonal crystal structure. This phase however, was not detected by XRD analysis, likely due to its relatively low volume fraction. The results of the STEM-EDS line analysis (Fig. 7d) confirmed clearly the presence of Bi and Er in the thin film.

The surface topography measurements were performed using atomic force microscopy (AFM) on the surface of thin films deposited on Al$_2$O$_3$ substrate (0001) and containing a different amount of erbium (Fig. 8). The islands observed in the AFM images are likely the tops of the thin film columns. Their diameter is approximately 30-100 nm. Columns observed in the TEM images have a similar diameter. The surface roughness parameter RMS (Root Mean Square) for thin films containing different dopant content varies from 2.98 nm to 4.66 nm, however, no significant dependence of surface roughness on the erbium content was observed.

4. Conclusions

The PLD processing of erbium stabilized bismuth oxide thin films deposition on c-sapphire (0001) substrate was developed. The produced thin films contained mainly the Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ phase that was stable at room temperature, which was the aim of the work. This phase crystalizes as face centered cubic system, (fluorite type, Fm-3m space group), which corresponds to the high temperature δ phase in pure bismuth oxide, with high ionic conductivity. All bismuth oxide thin films, regardless of the amount of Er dopant, have a columnar structure. In bismuth oxide films stabilized with erbia, up to 250 nm thick, the columns have a diameter at the base from 25 to 75 nm. In the case of films having low thickness, (in the range of 150-250 nm), the material of thin films is compact. The columns densely and tightly fill the entire volume of the films. While the film thickness increases, their porosity increases too, and discontinuities between the columns appear.

The rate of growth of thin films with the PLD parameters used is about 0.05 nm/laser pulse.

Fig. 8. AFM surface topography images of Bi$_{1.5}$Er$_{0.5}$O$_3$ thin films deposited onto the sapphire substrate at $T_{sub}$ of 600°C; 20 mol % Er$_2$O$_3$, roughness parameter RMS = 4.66 nm (a), 25 mol % Er$_2$O$_3$, roughness parameter RMS = 2.98 nm (b), 30 mol % Er$_2$O$_3$, roughness parameter RMS = 4.17 nm (c)
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